
SFM  ProR / ProXp Moounting Instructions
Tools Needed
•  Your favorite cutting tool
•   Philips screw driver
•   Drill
•   T4 Hex head
•   Patience

1. Start by trimming conservatively following 
the highlighted area.  Make sure to leave room
on the top corners to allow the mounting 
screws to grab

2. Sit the mount in place.Using a pencil, 
place a small mark to guide youon where 
to position the lower mounting bracket

3. Remove the console and using the self tap 
screw, screw in the bracket, not completly tight
but enough to keep it in place and be able to adjust 
the height. 

4. Position the mount  back on the dash and adjust 
the bracket until it lets the console sit flush on 
the dash. Once it sits flush remove the console
and tighten the lower bracket.



8. Once your happy with the position of the 
intercom go ahead and tighter the rear 
intercom brackets bolts. 

5. Grab the radio and slide it through the rear of the
radio slot, and bolt in the screws to you liking with
the bolts provided.

6. Mount the intercom brackets to the intercom
like the image below but do not tightern 
completly. 

9. Your mount should be taking shape. Mount 
your switchpro with the “U” brackets switchpro 
provides in the slot. Your switchpro should sit 
right on the slot.

9. Here comes the tricky part, once your have 
all your wiring in place, go ahead and gently 
start placing the bracket in and plugging in 
your wires. Once complete and have it in place
Go ahead and bolt in the lower M6 bolt to the 
bracket and the top  2 self tapping screws into 
the plastics. Image below is PCI radios but its thethe plastics. Image below is PCI radios but its the
same concept with Rugged Radios. 

7. Slide the intercom through the rear of the 
mount and secure the intercom brackets
with the m6 bolts provided. 
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